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Welcome to our

First Edition

Welcome to the very first edition of McLaren
Real Estate’s (MRE) Mystery Magazine which,
can I say, has been a long time coming. I am so
proud to see it finally come to fruition!
Where did I get the name from? MRE obviously
stands for McLaren Real Estate, but it also stands
for ‘Mr. E.’ or even ‘Mystery’. So, there you have
it, the reason this magazine is called Mystery,
which I am confident has a long and fruitful life
ahead of it. Within the magazine you’ll also meet
Mr. E, who is a caricature we have developed
over time as a fun way to connect with the
community and to help answer all questions
real estate. Keep an eye out for Mr E who you
will find throughout this edition of the Mystery
Magazine as well as cruising around town on
the side of our very own coffee truck, or at one
of our open homes or community events.
The past two years have been a little chaotic to
say the least with all things COVID being the
lead culprit and more recently the floods in
and around Camden itself, yet the real estate
industryhas defied all odds and powered on
through. Within our quarterly magazine I
intend to give you as much information as I
can regarding real estate in the Macarthur
community. By keeping you up to date on all
the latest news, you can be more calculated
when making the biggest investment decisions
of your life.
For everyone who we know personally or have
had the pleasure of dealing with over the
years, either through real estate or supporting
the community, you have seen us grow
exponentially over the past few years.

Lincon McLaren
Director

From our humble beginnings as a two-man
band consisting of just Darrel and I, we have
become something much greater. Within
this time, I can honestly say we now have the
leading agency in the Macarthur region when
it comes to personal service, and it’s all been
driven by our continual passion to assist people
reach their real estate goals.
So, without further ado, I’d like to introduce you
to our inaugural Mystery Magazine and hope
you enjoy each edition as much as we enjoy
delivering them to you.
Kind Regards,

LinconMcLaren

Our Mission Statement
It is our mission to serve our clients to the best of our abilities. Our
professional team aims to promote properties with innovative strategies to get
the best outcome for each and every one of our clients.
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Tips from Mr E
Maximise your
sale price
Maximising the sale price of your home when selling
should be paramount to you when going to market and
here are five areas you can easily improve to help you
achieve the highest possible price.

Landscaping

Styling

Painting

Landscaping is one of the few
home improvements you can
undertake that immediately
adds value to your home. First
impressions mean everything
when potential buyers drive
past your home.

Our dedicated stylists work
with your existing furniture and
décor and if you need anything
added they will be happy to
point you in the right direction
to make sure you present your
home in the best way possible.

The clean look of fresh, neutral
paint can increase your property
value and make your house
more appealing to a wider range
of buyers. Cover up feature walls,
buyers prefer neutral tones.

First impressions mean
everything! Let the
Declutter/Clean

Lighting

Buyers find it hard to look past
unclean homes.
Too much
furniture and accessories will
change the spatial size of the
home to the buyer. Now is a
good time to get rid of any
unwanted items and start
packing away anything you
plan to keep.

Subtle and indirect lighting can
create a whole new atmosphere to
any room and is more affordable
than you think. Think of replacing
any bayonet light fittings in your
home with downlights, they are
much brighter and give a more
modern feel especially to older
homes.

team at MRE help you
best prepare your home
or investment property
with a no obligation
property review and
an updated market
appraisal.

For more selling tips, tune in....
LIVE EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT @ 7PM

WITH MRE DIRECTOR
Lincon McLaren

McLarenRealEstate
Like us on Facebook
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13020 Hume Highway, Sutton Forest

Danric Lodge
abosolute privacy

exemplifies

Whether you wish to interact with the facilities as a
horseman yourself, or simply lease them out to your
benefit, the lifestyle opportunity offered by Danric
Lodge is second to none. Boasting manicured
paddocks and pastures that have received top
quality care for over 30 years, you will appreciate
the peace-of-mind offered by untarnished natural

beauty day in and out. The four-bedroom home
itself is bright, spacious, and beautiful. Designed
with your comfort in mind, it employs top-quality
materials, fireplaces, and a glass-railed balcony, all
supported by picturesque views that you simply
will not find anywhere else.
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Wrapped in absolute privacy, amongst the rolling hills and natural beauty of the
Southern Highlands, awaits one of the greatest opportunities of your life. Having
served the community for well over 30 years, Danric Lodge has been a premier
horse pre-training and spelling facility, having been used by many of Australia’s
best trainers. Not only does Danric Lodge offer best-in-class facilities for the
aspiring businessperson or horse lover, but it also presents a uniquely pristine
lifestyle change through its impeccable four-bedroom residence.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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Enquine facilities
These purpose-built equine training facilities have
been praised for good reason.
They include:
• Two round yards, sand roll, full-size 60-by-20 sand
arena, and swimming facility
• 44 Stables, 25 day yards (most with accompanying
shelters), 12 spelling paddocks
• 1100 sand and grass training tracks, plus starting
barriers
• Walking machine, 2 x wash bays within the stable
complex, 2 x bores on property
Whether for business or pleasure, Danric Lodge
goes above and beyond to provide the ultimate
experience. Experienced horse-handlers will find
themselves in horse-training heaven, whilst others
may wish to live on-site and lease out the facilities,
as well as the accompanying manager’s residence
and dual granny flat accommodations.
Features include a top-quality horse pre-training
and spelling facilities, maintained for over 30 year,
and manager’s residence and dual granny flat
accommodation. Centrally located exit directly
onto the Hume Highway, just down the road from
Shell service station and McDonald’s, 50 minutes
from Sydney
Call McLaren Real Estate today before this once-ina-lifetime opportunity passes you by.
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35 Manning Place, Currans Hill

Whisper quiet
tranquil

Round sun-dappled bends, towards the end of a quiet cul-de-sac, 35 Manning Place is an
excellent four-bedroom home that appreciates both a convenient location and tranquil
atmosphere. Sat within walking distance of nearby Jack Nash Reserve, Currans Hill Public
School, and Mt Annan Marketplace, you’ll never need to go far to get where you want.
A bright home with tall ceilings and down lights,
which opens straight to its living area for a solid
first impression. The kitchen and dining spaces
which sit squarely at its heart are spacious and
bright, served by a ceiling fan and sky light, with
the kitchen appreciating sleek black stone top
benches; a 600mm CHEF cook top; and twin
ovens.
Bedrooms feature ceiling fans and double
mirrored sliding built-in wardrobes, with the
master instead boasting a triple built-in wardrobe
and ensuite access to the bathroom.
The kitchen looks directly out into the home’s
sizeable sunken family room. Sitting just adjacent
is a spacious sunroom, perfect for entertaining
with its home bar, double fridge space with
plumbing, and stone top benches.
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You’ll be pleased to know your entertaining can
be taken even further with the property’s timberdecked poolside area, under cover entertaining
space with faux grass, and easily managed, private
yard.

astounding
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72 Jenolan Circuit, Harrington Park

Astounding quality
attention to detail

Nestled within the picture-perfect, prestigious streets of the Northern Harrington Park quarter,
with its white-picket fences, massive corner-block frontage, and no properties opposite, 72
Jenolan Circuit is the next level in quality family living. Boasting a number of extra features and
top-quality materials, this four-bedroom home employs a French-Pavilion-meets-Hampton
style that grants it a real sense of vibrancy and warmth.
Enter to an expansive, impressive foyer that wastes
no time in asserting itself – 2.7 metre ceilings
mirror gorgeous timber flooring, with plentiful
elegant display niches, down lights, ducted air
conditioning, and upgraded Clipsal switches
throughout. The dark front-facing theatre room,
with its 100-inch projector screen and full HD
projector and home theatre set up exemplify the
home’s quality-of-life dedication. You’ll quickly
come to find that this property has thought of
everything when it comes to your quality of life.
The exceptionally spacious master bedroom sits
alone towards one end of the home, allowing for
a great degree of privacy. It features a huge walkwww.m clarenrealestate.com. au

in wardrobe with storage options, and two-piece
ensuite with 80mm Statuario marble top vanity,
twin basins, and slow close timber cabinetry; large
freestanding tub; and shower nook with minimal
glass and rainfall shower head.
At the other end, the remaining bedrooms
are found just beyond a communal living area
with alfresco access, allowing consistent family
interaction. All bedrooms employ ducted air
conditioning and triple sliding built-in wardrobes,
one of which also appreciates its own ensuite. The
main bathroom, which supplies them, is similarly
equipped to the ensuite, featuring a similar vanity
and elevated window side built-in bathtub.
Page. 10
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Comfortable atmosphere
Operating as the heart and soul of the home, the
open plan kitchen, family and dining room areas
are incredibly spacious, naturally bright, and enjoy
an unparalleled comfortable atmosphere. Homely
and light, this inviting space is sure to impress. The
kitchen employs gorgeous solid 30mm Carrara
Novulato Italian marble bench tops; pop lock and
slow close cabinetry; 900mm Smeg stove top and
oven, and other Smeg appliances; butler’s pantry
and backyard views.
Situated just beyond the kitchen and dining spaces,
it’s just a step further to the spacious and versatile
alfresco entertainment area, with its dual paved
and timber decked spaces, ceiling fan, TV mount
and connections. The yard beyond is perfectly
sized, and accessible via electric gated side access,
with a paved slab serving for extra vehicle storage.
Add to this a dedicated pebbled fire pit area, water
tank and storage shed to round out its feature.

Bright & spacious
Bright, spacious, and with an attention to detail
and quality materials that leave it a step above its
peers, you’d be crazy to look past 72 Jenolan Circuit.
Call McLaren
information.

Real

Estate

today

for

more
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21 Pin Oak Place, Narellen Vale

Proving size
really does matter

Sitting at the end of a tree-lined, shaded street – pristine, private, and peaceful this beautiful
home boast spacious interior designs for comfortable living, it also features excess storage
and a completely self-sufficient, multi-room under house storage and secondary living space.
You won’t find this anywhere else – it must be seen to be believed! Within walking distance
of the Mount Annan Marketplace, as well as nearby Narellan Vale Public School and Elizabeth
Macarthur High School, 21 Pin Oak Place is sure to be a hit with your family.
Past its open, versatile frontage and double garage
with extra tall ceiling, 21 Pin Oak Place immediately
puts its exemplary use of space on display. The
foyer merges seamlessly into the front-facing
living area, complete with sophisticated floor tiling
and tall ceiling with upgraded cornices, alongside
a prominent display alcove and stone top bar
area with its own basin. Almost every room in the
home is extra breathable and spacious, making
for comfortable, effortless living. The front area
also offers its own study/fourth bedroom with split
system air conditioning.

to spaciousness and storage, you’d be crazy to pass
this opportunity up. Call McLaren Real Estate ASAP
to get started.

21 Pin Oak Place surpasses all expectations. With its
quiet, convenient location and extreme dedication
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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216 Appin Road, Appin

Combination of old
old and new
Accessible easily and directly via roundabout on the main road of Appin, 216 Appin Road is a
wonderful 1.4ha property that combines the elegance and pragmatism of the older homes, with
the modern sensibilities of something new. Blessed with a history of its own, this property is
surrounded by the intense greenery and natural delights of rural Appin, whilst still being within
easy access of Campbelltown or Wollongong. This four-bedroom home is suitable for family
home buyers and potential developers alike, and due to its immense size and multiple garages

natural delight

and sheds, it is able to fit anything you could imagine, or be customized in any way you see fit.
Set on 3.5 perfect acres, here is a development
opportunity close to historic Appin Town
Centre which don’t come along very often, so
be sure to run your numbers quickly. Situated
directly across the road from the beautiful new
Appin Valley Estate and positioned perfectly
on the roundabout for easy access for the
proposed new estate going forwards, this is an
opportunity not to be missed.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

Whilst preparing for your D.A approval (if that
is what you choose to do) why not live in this
beautifully kept four bedroom plus study
home with an abundance of storage space to
live or run your business from.

4
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Beautifully kept
Boasting hardwood floors, oversized bedrooms,
three living areas, the home doesn’t just stop there,
a 60m2 outdoor entertaining area is the perfect
place to sit back and unwind overlooking your
tranquil acres and gardens. If you need to rent the
home out whilst preparing for the development a
conservative rental return would be $550 per week
for the home.
The enormous quadruple warehouse-sized shed
and abundance of parking space mean you won’t
have to be worried about fitting in anyone or
anything. The house is larger than you may first
expect, and stepping inside through custom
Australia-themed front doors will show you that.
With its feature tiling and cozy design, 216 Appin
will have you charmed the second you walk in.
To your left you’ll find a large open office space that
acts as a connection point between the left and
right halves of the home, as well as providing quick
access to the laundry and alfresco area.
Accessible via this office space, the master bedroom
features a unique spacious design that combines
both sleeping and loungeroom styles in an L-shaped
pattern. This design creates an incentive to use the
master for more than just sleeping, and offers an
escape directly to the alfresco if you should ever get
tired of it. The master features an in-built fireplace
to further suit its purposes, as well as a quadruple
built-in wardrobe with storage options and attached
ensuite. The ensuite is larger than most, comparable
in size to a regular bathroom, and even features its
own built-in bathtub, as well as a large vanity, high
feature tiling in the shower, and standard light/heat/
fan combination. Contained at the end of the major
hallway, bedrooms one through three all feature
timber flooring, ducted air conditioning, double
built-in wardrobes and blinds all around. The main
bathroom supplies all of these rooms, and is very
similar in design to the ensuite, only larger.

The kitchen, dining, meals and family spaces all
combine into one open plan design, and will serve
to attract a majority of foot traffic within the house.
Featuring a 40mm waterfall stonetop island bench,
the kitchen provides with a built-in Electrolux oven
and flat stovetop, Westinghouse dishwasher, large
pantry and plenty of cabinetry, and continuous stone
splash back. The large meals area features window
side dining, and the larger dining area features
easy communication with and direct access to the
kitchen. With the family area providing a regular
point of connection and entertainment fall all parts
of the family, the last stop on this tour is the games
room. This huge room is accessible through double
folding doors just past the family room, this space is
highly customizable, though is currently being used
for pool. With views all around of the backyard, and
upgraded cornices, the games room features. Don’t
pass on the endless possibilities this space offers you!

Larger than you expect
At the other end of the house, the loungeroom acts
as a precursor to the kitchen, dining, family and
games room runway. The loungeroom is perhaps
one of the quieter rooms of the house, and kept
comfortable by carpeting, ducted air conditioning,
curtains and blinds. It is a comfortably large space,
and comes with feature cornices and double folding
door access to the kitchen.

216 Appin Road offers you endless possibilities, no
matter your desires. This is an amazing opportunity
to participate in the growing development that
Appin offers, and you’d be crazy to miss out on it!
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2 Midlothian Road, St Andrews

Classic Aussie home
Sitting up towards the quiet, Northern edge
of St Andrews, 2 Midlothian Road is a cornerblock property boasting all the hallmarks of
a classic three-bedroom Aussie home: plenty
of yard that wraps around the home from
front to back; backs right onto a reserve,
with direct and easy access; and proximity to
nearby shopping and schooling options.
With plenty of room for kids to run around, front or
back, and even more space for them on the reserve
directly behind the property, you won’t have to
worry about bored young ones. It also sports side
access on both sides, under-house storage, and
a carport plus double parking space on a wide
driveway.
The home itself is comfortable and maneuverable,
encouraging an easy flow of foot traffic from room
to room. It opens right to its front-facing lounge
room, complete with timber flooring and curtains,
and leads right on through to the central kitchen
and dining areas, all of which are supported by split
system air conditioning.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

The kitchen employs a horseshoe bench top
design, with shelving and a 900mm La Germania
oven and stove top, and serves easily directly to the
dining room, as well as the balcony just beyond it.
The balcony offers great views out into Midlothian
Reserve, with enough room for light entertaining
purposes.
Quiet, calm, and comfortable, with plenty of room
for energetic kids, 2 Midlothian Road is the perfect
home for first-home buyers and young families.
Call McLaren Real Estate today.
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28 Hartford Avenue, Glen Alpine

Massive, modern
and grand

Sitting at the top of a quiet Glen Alpine hill, 28 Hartford Avenue boasts a modern design and
impressive aesthetic, all wrapped up in an absolutely massive 100 square home! This property
understands that bigger is most definitely better, and utilizes its excess size with an abundance
of quality-of-life features and grand, spacious atmosphere. For a multi-storey property with
the works, including eight bedrooms, integrated granny flat and under house storage, you
can’t look past this monster of a home.
28 Hartford Avenue is guaranteed to impress from

teenager’s retreat with its own kitchen, living and

your very first steps into its grand foyer. You’ll be

bathroom areas.

blown away by its soaring ceilings with four-step
cornices, and sweeping open spaces with oversized

Aside from the guest ensuite on the entry floor,

floor tiling, all crowned by a feature chandelier.

bedrooms are all found on the carpeted upper
storey, each featuring double or triple sliding

Each room utilizes its assigned space gracefully,

built-in robes, plantation shutters and ducted air

from its front-facing study to its exceptional multi-

conditioning. The master additionally employs a

level theatre room with proper theatre-style seating,

massive walk-in wardrobe alongside an equally

in-built sound system and accompanying projector

large ensuite with wall-spanning marble top vanity

and screen; as well as its remote-controlled double

and slow close shaker cabinetry; large freestanding

garage with interior access; additional storage

tub; and shower with twin rainfall shower heads

room; and attached in-law accommodation or

and hose attachments.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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Entertainers delight
The bottom floor constitutes the main living area,
with the kitchen, living and family areas all sitting
adjacent in one exceedingly spacious run. The
combined kitchen and dining area appreciates a
massive marble top waterfall island with bar fridge
and attached seating, as well as plenty of sleek, slow
close shaker cabinetry; Fisher & Paykel appliances
including twin ovens, microwave, coffee machine
and 900mm cooktop; and oversized quadruple
fridge space.

The alfresco entertaining area is great for casual
entertaining and afternoon dinners, and offers
a great view that overlooks the pool in the
backyard. The pool itself is massive and enjoys its
own water feature, alongside a covered poolside
entertaining area and accompanying jacuzzi
spa, meaning your place with be the place to be
for all kinds of pool parties!

Effortless design
The alfresco entertaining area is great for casual
entertaining and afternoon dinners, and offers a
great view that overlooks the pool in the backyard.
The pool itself is massive and enjoys its own water
feature, alongside a covered poolside entertaining
area and accompanying jacuzzi spa, meaning your
place with be the place to be for all kinds of pool
parties!
28 Hartford Avenue additionally boasts an
integrated granny flat, accessible via the side
gate, which features a huge living area and
accompanying kitchen, a large, combined laundry
and bathroom, and oversized bedroom with
triple sliding wardrobe. Add to this an exceptional
underground storage level and a private garden
area with aviary and veggie gardens, and you’ve got
value coming out of your ears!
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7 Barlow Place, Horningsea Park

Intelligently designed

Located in the heart of Horningsea Park, within walking distance of nearby schooling options and
Carnes Hill Marketplace, we’ve got a four-bedroom family stunner that will make you say ‘wow!’
Intelligently designed to maximise leisure space, this property boasts an exceptional covered
entertaining area that will make your house the place to be for all kinds of events. Be sure to get in
quick because this property will not stay on the market long!
Sitting at the end of a quiet, family-friendly cul-desac, 7 Barlow Place presents cleanly with a neat,
landscaped frontage and wide driveway, leading to a
double garage and double gated side access.
7 Barlow Place minimises maintenance requirements
by imported Spanish, natural stone tiling past the
gate. This stylish area, lined by sandstone accents
and hedges, allows for plentiful vehicle storage, and
leads the way to the shining gem of the property – it’s
covered entertaining area.

Bedrooms are located both towards the front and
back of the home, each featuring built-in wardrobes,
curtains, and timber flooring. The front-facing master
bedroom additionally sports a walk-in wardrobe, and
ensuite, whilst the remaining bedrooms are supplied
by a main bathroom with floor-to-ceiling tiling, extra
cabinetry, and a built-in bathtub.

The home itself is quite bright and stunning, with
all three living areas being quite spacious, as well
as separated by a French door for distinctness and
privacy. The dining room is versatile and sizeable, as are
the rumpus and family room areas, the latter of which
is flooded in natural light and particularly comfortable.
The rumpus room and kitchen are open plan and
centrally located, encouraging frequent family
communication.
Page. 21
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5 Dalton Terrace, Harrington Park

Good measure &
perfection

spaciousness

Stepping past its neat, manicured frontage and
oversized remote-controlled double garage, 5
Dalton Terrace opens to a disarmingly bright and
comfortable interior. You’ll appreciate a number
of features found throughout the home, such as
ducted air conditioning and upgraded cornices;

ducted vacuuming; quality window coverings;
down lights; alarm system, and more.
Whilst sleeping arrangements can be found
mostly along a separate hall to your left, you’ll
find the main hall quickly flourishes out into the
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Situated towards Harrington Park’s quieter Northern edge, right next to the
walking tracks of Harrington Forest and nearby playgrounds, 5 Dalton Terrace
is what a perfect Harrington Park home should be. Possessed of a real sense of
charm and warmth, this spectacular four-bedroom family home also boasts a
number of extra goodies just for good measure.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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open plan kitchen, family and dining room core
of the home. Enjoying a high degree of natural
lighting, you’ll also appreciate the spaciousness of
this area, as well as the large rumpus room which
sits adjacent. The gorgeous galley-style kitchen
employs a large, sleek stone top island, as well as a
900mm cooktop and oven; walk-in pantry; double
fridge space; mirrored splash back, and soft close
cabinetry.

Big & private
The kitchen also serves easily to the intimate
alfresco entertaining area, with its ceiling fan, two
gas points and roller blind. The alfresco has been
expertly extended into a timber decked, covered
entertaining space for extra versatility and more
year-round use. The yard beyond is big and private,
perfect for everyday use by a happy family.
All non-master bedrooms are found together,
clustered around their own leisure space, study
nook, and two-piece bathroom, each featuring
double built-in wardrobes, ducted air conditioning
and ceiling fans.

Parent private retreat
The master bedroom sits alone towards the back
of the home for some extra privacy and enjoys a
his-and-hers walk-through robe, and ensuite with
floor-to-ceiling tiling, heated flooring, and twin
basin vanity.
5 Dalton Terrace is packed with charm and qualityof-life features. Call McLaren Real Estate today to
get started.
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82 Burrell Road, Spring Farm

Style
in Spring Farm

Spring Farm is about as family friendly as a neighbourhood can get. Located within walking
distance of nearby parks and Spring Farm Public School, 82 Burrell Road is the home you’ve
been looking for. This stunning home enjoys unparalleled peace of mind, tucked away along
the whisper-quiet Southern edge of Spring Farm, with no properties opposite to spoil the

unparalleled

view.
Past its charming frontage and landscaped
yard, 82 Burrell Road opens to a refreshingly
designed interior, full of natural lighting and
soft colour palettes that combine with its
spacious design to create an easy, uplifting
atmosphere. The home appreciates a number
of quality-of-life and aesthetic features,
including: tall ceilings with upgraded cornices;
upgraded switches and quality doors;
Veri Shades; and a built-in sound system
throughout the home.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

Past its quiet, carpeted front-facing sitting
room, and downstairs guest bedroom with
accompanying bathroom, the ground floor
spills out into its bright and welcoming
kitchen, dining, and family room core, with
the alfresco entertainment space just a step
beyond. Spacious and comfortable with its
built-in fireplace and pleasant backyard views,
it’s simply a joy to be here.

4
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Exceptionally spacious
That calm, confident enjoyment carries out into
the intimate alfresco entertainment area, with
its dark timber decking, in-built sound system
and ceiling fan, as well as the easily managed
yard and custom fire-pit area beyond.
The kitchen employs a modern design whilst
looking out into and communicating easily to
the family, dining and alfresco spaces. It features
a Caesarstone waterfall island with seating space,
and a further straight run of Caesarstone bench
space along the back wall, as well as: gorgeous
slow close cabinetry; a 900mm Westinghouse
oven and cooktop; integrated trash drawer;
double fridge space with plumbing; and a
butler’s pantry with sink.
Sleeping arrangements are found on the second
storey, which boasts a shared lounge space,
step-in linen, and balcony with amazing views.
Bedrooms each feature ducted air conditioning
and double sliding built-in wardrobes, with the
spacious master additionally appreciating a
feature ceiling fan, walk-in wardrobe, and twopiece ensuite with twin-basin vanity and elevated
jet spa bath. The two-piece main bathroom
is similarly equipped, sporting a freestanding
bathtub and shower nook with minimal glass,
rainfall shower head and hose attachment.
82 Burrell Road offers that unbeatable
Spring Farm family friendly lifestyle, all while
appreciating a healthy amount of privacy and
peace of mind. Call McLaren Real Estate today
for more information.
Features include:
•
Land size – 390 square metres
•
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74 Macarthur Circuit, Camden Park

Classic Camden Park
and better than ever before

Simply stunning from top to bottom – there’s no better way to describe it! 74 Macarthur
Circuit expertly combines the impressive features and additions you’d expect of a modern
home, with a genuine warmth and family-focussed aesthetic that really drives it to another
level. With two storeys of wall-to-wall excitement, this four-bedroom property doubles as both
the perfect family home and an entertainer’s dream.
Furthering the ‘best of both worlds’ theme,
74 Macarthur Circuit makes excellent use of
juxtapositions, beginning with its imposing facing,
which combines well with a pleasant frontage,
pebbled gardens, and timber steps. An impressive
entry leads to an impressive interior: a wide
initial hallway speaks of the property’s inherent
spaciousness; nine-foot ceilings (both up and
downstairs) with three-step cornices; oversized
floor tiles, and more.
Found throughout the home are a number of
quality-of-life and aesthetic features, so you can be
sure of your comfort no matter where you are. These
features include but are not limited to: ducted air
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

conditioning and plantation shutters throughout;
dimmable downlights; built-in sound system in
every room plus the alfresco, with easily adjustable
music control; ducted vacuuming; security camera
system, and more.

Naturally bright
The bottom floor boasts the most living spaces,
from its front-facing study with integrated
connections, to its pleasant, sunken lounge room
with gas fireplace, and spacious media room with
two-way gas fireplace. These areas surround the
open plan family, kitchen, and meals spaces, which
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Gorgeous alfresco
Just past the kitchen you’ll find yourself in
home’s gorgeous alfresco entertaining area.
Fully timber decked, this space consists of
both a covered entertaining area with outdoor
television, fireplace, and app-controlled underdeck lighting; as well as a fantastic, enclosed
barbecue area, complete with Gasmate
barbecue, pizza oven, and mini bar, for all your
outdoor kitchen needs. And if all this wasn’t
enough, how about the large spa and easily
managed yard space beside it?
serve as the living core. All spacious and naturally
bright, you’ll appreciate the massive stone top
waterfall island with seating; 900mm Smeg oven
and stove top; butler’s pantry; and double fridge
space with plumbing.
Sleeping arrangements can all be found upstairs,
alongside a shared sitting room and stylish twopiece bathroom with floor-to-ceiling tiling, double
basin vanity, and twin linen presses. All bedrooms
are spacious, and appreciate walk-in wardrobes.
The master bedroom is particularly large, and
sports an oversized wardrobe, private balcony and
two-piece ensuite.
Of course, as the best entertainer in Camden Park,
you’ll want to know all about your fantastic new
entertaining facilities – and boy do they live up to
the hype!
There’s more to 74 Macarthur Circuit than can fit
just here, so be sure to call McLaren Real Estate
ASAP for more information.
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51 Bowman Avenue, Camden South

Cool, calm
and breezy

The breezy, sun-dappled streets of Camden
South are true refreshments for the soul, and
51 Bowman Avenue encapsulates this sense of
freedom best. Sitting directly opposite a park,
just around the corner from the esteemed
Camden Valley Inn, this four-bedroom home
is perfect for your peace of mind.
Past a large, super neat frontage, 51 Bowman
Avenue opens to a charming home complete with
tiled floors and tall ceilings. The initial display hall is
exemplary of the presence that the property carries
throughout, with rolling and folding doors, and
ducted air conditioning throughout. The side halls
contain the sleeping arrangements, all of which
feature carpeting, curtains, ducted air conditioning,
and double mirrored built-in wardrobes with
storage options. The master bedroom sits all the
way at the end of the hall for some extra privacy,
and appreciates direct alfresco access for earlymorning ease, a walk-in wardrobe, and ensuite with
built-in spa bath.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

From the entry, the front-facing lounge area is
spacious and boasts a cool, calm atmosphere, due
to its gorgeous curtains and formal dining space.
Beyond, the kitchen and dining areas sit at the
heart of the home, with extra bench space and
lovely timber cabinetry all around, all kept naturally
bright. The kitchen is centred around an island,
and features a 600mm Westinghouse induction
cooktop and oven; tiled splash back; and views
directly out into the backyard and alfresco.
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50 Cogrington Drive, Harrington Park

No expense spared
designed with greatness

Harrington Park’s most ambitiously designed luxury home is here. This stunning two-storey,
four-bedroom home has spared no expense, bringing you the peak of luxury living, ensconced in
a modern, semi-industrial aesthetic, and loaded with additions and extras. 50 Cogrington Drive
is an imposing, architectural beauty – consisting of vast glass walls overlooking an expansive,
corner-block frontage, all spruced with splashes of minimalistic design and premium flora.
The insane attention to detail found within the
home, from floor to ceiling and beyond, is evident
immediately from your very first steps inside. A
beautiful, custom cedar pivot entry door opens
to an eminently spacious, intelligently designed
monster of a home – where each decision has
been thought out to maximise your daily living
experience. Huge, square set ceilings, oversized
tiling and a smooth modern industrial aesthetic
combine with an abundance of natural lighting
and creative architecture to keep the home feeling
open, bright and comfortable throughout.
The living spaces of the bottom floor are spaced
out for comfort – such as in the front-facing,
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

semi-private loungeroom which serves for casual
relaxation and conversation purposes; the central
void with its feature faux floral wall, which adds
a splash of natural colours and a place for peace
and light exercise; and the incredibly open living
area, with its gorgeous pool views, and suspended
natural fireplace for an experience that mixes
comfort and style.
Continuing its penchant for excellence and style,
this home features a stunningly modern gourmet
kitchen comprised of a sleek black and marble
juxtaposition. A decadent 80mm Natural Italian
Calcutta island bench serves as its centrepiece,
with its waterfall edges and pool-facing
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Alfresco bliss
The alfresco space is large enough to support
multiple arrangements, and sits pleasantly
beside a feature garden and faux-grass display
area, as well as the glass-fenced pool. The extralarge heated concrete pool is surrounded by
travertine tiling and plenty of poolside bathing
space, and presents spectacularly with its water
feature.

positioning. The kitchen offers plenty of stylish slow
close shaker cabinetry, a range of Miele kitchen
appliances including 900mm in-built oven and
cook top, microwave and coffee machine, as well as
an integrated butler’s pantry, complete with wallspanning cabinetry, basins and preparation space,
all operating throughout two separate rooms.

Where the family meets
Climbing the grand LED-lit, Victorian ash stairs that
sits along the home’s central pathway, you’ll come
to the marvel of engineering that is its second story.
This level consists of timber flooring placed over a
concrete slab, resulting in a suspended flooring
that defies expectations. All four bedrooms can be
found on this floor, each oversized, attributed with
all the expected comforts such as double or triple
built-in wardrobes and ducted air conditioning,
and equipped with its own stylish ensuite. One
bedroom also boasts access to its own private
balcony.
The luxury master bedroom presents itself as the
space from which you reign over your domain.
Looking down over the pool and backyard, the
master bedroom also features a walk-through
wardrobe with wall spanning storage, and an
exceptionally designed ensuite. The ensuite

consists of a wall-spanning stone top vanity with
twin raised basins and slow close shaker cabinetry,
a feature elevated freestanding bathtub, and large
shower nook with minimal glass, twin suspended
shower heads, and accompanying bench.
It’s

important

also

to

mention

the

home’s

spectacular granny flat – consistent in style with the
main home, it operates under a cathedral ceiling
tucked around the side of the home, and features
split system air conditioning, an integrated kitchen
and bath with integrated laundry, two bedrooms,
and its own private alfresco and adjoining grass
patch. •
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34 Whitten Parade, Harrington Park

Happiness without
disappointment

Enjoying the quiet, sunny streets of the Eastern end of Harrington Park, just around the
corner from multiple parks, the Magnolia Club Harrington Grove, and Gregory Hills shopping,
a promise of an elegant, high-quality family lifestyle you’d expect of a prime Harrington Park
property. A massive corner block location and impressive tiered frontage with gardens, this
five-bedroom home leaves no room for disappointment inside or out.
The master bedroom is exceptionally spacious, and
sits separate from the others for increased privacy.
It employs a TV ceiling-mount, room for seating
and extra connections, a huge walk-in wardrobe
with feature cabinetry, and massive ensuite with
floor-to-ceiling tiling; window side built-in bathtub;
twin stone top vanities; and large shower nook with
rainfall shower head and hose attachment.

and comfortable, with the kitchen looking out over
everything to keep things feeling connected. The
kitchen employs a massive stone top island with
seating room and pendant lighting, as well as: slow
close shaker cabinetry; a 900mm Westinghouse
stove top and oven and double fridge space.

Bedrooms appreciate carpeting, ceiling fans and
ducted air conditioning, and double sliding builtin wardrobes, and are supplied by the home’s main
bathroom, double accompanying linen presses,
and a shared rumpus room/teenager’s retreat for
keeping the kids out of your hair.
Serving as its living core, the kitchen, family, and
dining room spaces are refreshingly open plan
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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5 Endeavour Circuit, Harrington Park

Big and beautiful
extra emphasis

Sitting around the corner from the park, within walking distance of nearby Harrington Park Public
School and Fairfax Reserve, 5 Endeavour Circuit enjoys a prime location in the already spectacular
suburb of Harrington Park. This lovely two-storey, four-bedroom family home has everything the
modern family could want, with an extra emphasis on spacious design for your quality of life.
Past its neat frontage and triple drive-through
garage, 5 Endeavour Circuit opens to home with a
refreshingly calm, cool atmosphere.

The kitchen also serves easily to the home’s quality
alfresco entertainment area. Spacious and breezy,
covered by a pergola with ceiling fans, you’re sure
to get plenty of use.

You’ll initially pass the front-facing lounge and
formal dining spaces which enjoys some extra
privacy due to their remote location, as well as
the nearby study. You’ll appreciate a downstairs
bathroom with nearby linen press and under stair
storage, as well as double door entry to the home’s
quiet, carpeted media room with accompanying
built-in storage.
The lower level opens to its bright and spacious
kitchen, meals, and family spaces, made extra
delightful via sweeping ceilings. The kitchen
employs stone top benches alongside quality
timber cabinetry, as well as a step-in pantry; 600mm
induction cooktop; and Omega oven.
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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26 Barrington Road, Silverdale

Stunning
in every sense

Begin with a beautiful, semi-rural neighborhood full of refreshing, country atmosphere; add
to that a private location at the end of a quiet cul-de-sac; and cap it all off with a stunning
property graced with picture-perfect Greek-style gardens, packed full of value with plenty of
additions and extras – it’s almost hard to believe! This property is ready to make you a believer.
26 Barrington Road is blessed with a huge variety
of features that a sure to make you tick, spread
out throughout the property. Past its long, hedgelined and electric gated driveway, as well as its
impeccable, manicured gardens, this beautiful twostory, four-bedroom Georgian-style home stands
proud with its Haddonstone quoins and columns.
But before entering, let’s make mention of the
impressive secondary dwelling which sits adjacent,
making for the perfect mancave or teenage
getaway, it comes equipped with both a cool room
and a sauna; a complete kitchen with woodfired
oven; a fireplace and ducted air conditioning;
bar, and projector screen. The garage nearby has
also been converted into a secluded office space,
complete with storage and air conditioning.
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

The home itself is impressive from the get-go,
sporting gorgeous cedar timber flooring and timber
accents throughout for that touch of elegance, as
well as soaring ceilings with upgraded cornices,
and just a naturally spacious design. This property
is also excellent at offering you options, allowing
your family and guests to disperse at their leisure,
or converge in its spacious entertaining and living
areas. Consider its front-facing sitting and lounge
areas, both kept particularly comfortable through
fireplaces.
Super spacious, operating from one end to the
other, the kitchen, dining and family room areas
are arranged in a consistent and easy-to-maneuver
manner that supports its title as the core of the
home. The family room is quiet, and the two dining
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Greek-style gardens
The heart and soul of 26 Barrington Road is
encapsulated in its unrivalled gardens that must
be seen to be believed. Picture idyllic Greek-style
gardens and hedge-lined courtyards; roofless
colonnades draped in vines, providing shade
for a peaceful entertaining area; plenty of leafy
nooks to get lost in, hidden beside bubbling
water features – and all of it maintained to
perfection, with an automatic irrigation system.
The backyard also houses a large, heated pool
with water features and spa.

spaces offer versatility. The kitchen appreciates
stone top benches with plenty of timber cabinetry;
a 600mm induction cooktop and Smeg oven; and
double fridge space with plumbing.
Sleeping arrangements can all be found on the
second story, each featuring a spacious design, as
well as ducted air conditioning, intercom access,
and double or triple built-in wardrobes. The master
bedroom is oversized and presents splendidly with
views of the backyard, pool and bordering tree
line. It offers a walk-in wardrobe, and ensuite with
twin basin vanity, and shower niche with rainfall
shower head. The main bathroom is similarly styled,
boasting sleek, elegant tiling and Humphrey and
Schutz brass tapware.

Effortless design
26 Barrington Road is stunning inside and out and
boasts a number of unique additions that place it head
and shoulders above the competition. Call McLaren
Real Estate today before the opportunity passes.
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5 Greta Way, Harrington Park

Luxury Living
exceptional

Situated in prime Harrington Park real estate, within walking distance of the Harrington Grove
Country Club and close to nearby Gregory Hills shopping, this home is the epitome of quality

exceptional

family living. This tri-level, five-bedroom home is everything the modern family could want.
This home is split over three expansive levels,
with each storey providing a unique set of
opportunities. On the lower level there are two
bedrooms, a study and a spacious and modern
bathroom. This space would be perfect for
when family comes to stay over, or a family
member that would like their own space,
whilst still being under the same roof as the
rest of the family. This area would also function
as a home business with waiting room, with its
own front door access.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

The upper level serves as the central hub of the
home, with all the living spaces, as well as three
bedrooms, study, and media room also being
located here. The family room and meals space
dominate this area and seamlessly combine
with the modern kitchen. Some of the many
features of this kitchen include split-level island
benchtop with breakfast bar, ample storage
space including enormous walk-in butlers
pantry and direct access to the outdoor alfresco
space.

5
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Exceptionally spacious
This floor boasts three oversized bedrooms and two
bathrooms. Each of the bedrooms has direct access
to a bathroom, with bedrooms 3 and 4 sharing
an ensuite. The same high standard of build that
you would expect from a home of this grandeur
is maintained in the bathrooms. Furthermore, all
bedrooms on this floor have walk-in-wardrobes or
an oversized built in wardrobe.
Most homes come with a master bedroom,
however, 5 Greta goes one step further and comes
with an entire master suite, taking up the entirety
of the loft level. The oversized bedroom with raked
ceiling and enormous window, combined with the
luxurious ensuite and one of the largest walk-in
robes we have ever seen, ensure you will feel like
royalty within your own home.
The media room, as well as alfresco are sure to be
a hit with everyone that comes around. Whether
it is enjoying a family movie night or celebrating
with friends over a barbeque, you will not be
disappointed. On top of the alfresco with built in
heat-strips, there is also an additional entertaining
space complete with bar, built in lighting and
adjacent spa.

5 Greta Avenue is a charming home in a prime
location that any family would be crazy to pass
up. Call McLaren Real Estate today before the
opportunity flies by.
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3 Hindmarsh Avenue, Camden Park

Elegance & quality
bright personality
Sitting just around the corner from the
esteemed Camden Valley Inn, 3 Hindmarsh
Avenue is a two-storey, four-bedroom family
stunner that cannot be ignored. This custom
designed, Kordovan-built home combines
the elegance you’d expect of a quality
Camden Park home with a bright, charming
personality in the best of ways.
3 Hindmarsh Avenue presents beautifully with its
neat, manicured frontage and impressive, twostorey face. This sense of excellence carries on
inside, where you’ll come upon tall 2.55m ceilings
with downlights and an extra wide hallway. The
home feels spacious from the get-go, and you
can immediately see how it effortlessly blends its
aesthetics. The faux-pillars, top-lit display niche,
and spacious formal living and dining space, with
its curtains and gas fireplace, all feel very proper
and exclusive, whilst walking further inside you’ll
come across the home’s warm family living core.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

Just past the kitchen, within easy serving distance,
the alfresco entertaining area is suitable for small
parties. It looks out into a good-sized, hedged yard
with a shed, water tank, and drive-through access
from the home’s separated double garage.
Boasting spaciousness and a warm elegance, 3
Hindmarsh Avenue is the Camden Park property
you’ve been searching for. Call McLaren Real Estate
ASAP to get your journey started.
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8A Araluen Place, Camden South

A secret jewel
diverse

masterpiece

Past its sloped, landscaped frontage and wide
driveway with remote-controlled double garage,
this
gorgeous
four-bedroom
immediately
establishes itself with its striking visual design
and verdant surroundings. A shaded courtyard
and diverse gardens lead the way to bright and
impressive home interior.

Opening straight to its spacious sunken
loungeroom, the property grabs your attention
with its architectural designs, French doors, slate
floor tiling, and abundance of natural light. The
initial lounge area is particularly comfortable,
sporting a fireplace and raked ceilings, with further
down lights and split system air conditioning
found throughout the home.
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Tucked away on a whisper-quiet street amongst the sun-dappled streets of
Camden South, just around the corner from Belgenny Farm, the Camden Valley
Inn, and nearby parks and reserves, 8a Araluen Place is a delight to behold.
Expertly combining striking architectural design with a healthy dose of privacy
and a sense of peace, 8A Araluen Place is a renovated masterpiece that is perfect
for anyone looking to combine style with serenity.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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Diverse gardens
8A Araluen Place particularly shines when it
comes to it’s the amazing atmosphere created
by its entertaining facilities and backyard. Kept
shaded through a large pergola, the concreted
entertaining area is framed by vibrantly green
and diverse gardens, all artistically hand stamped
with botanicals from the Mount Annan Botanical
Gardens! This array of greenery provides more than
enough coverage to create an exceptionally private
and peaceful experience, and the yard is easily
managed to boot!

Heart of the home
Operating as the heart of the home, the kitchen
and dining spaces serve as a central point of
communication, and flow easily into the oversized
family room just beyond. The spacious kitchen looks
directly into the dining area for easy serving, and
appreciates plenty of bench space for preparation;
Bosch dishwasher and Whirlpool oven; and
adjacent butler’s pantry??

Beautiful inside and out, you won’t find a property
quite as striking, quite as serene, as 8A Araluen
Place. Call McLaren Real Estate today for more
information.

The bedrooms all feature carpeting, ceiling fans,
and double built-in wardrobes, whilst the frontfacing master bedroom additionally boasts a walkin wardrobe and ensuite. They are supplied by the
main two-piece bathroom, with its built-in bathtub,
large vanity, and large double linen press in the hall.
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5 Bringolf Street, Gledswood Hills

Brand new stunner
in Gledswood Hills
5 Bringolf Street is a brand new four-bedroom
family stunner that you’d be crazy to miss.
Extra work has been put into this comfortable
family home to make elevate it above its
peers, boasting a refined aesthetic style and
sense of spaciousness that you won’t be able
to forget once you’ve seen it.
Past its neat, landscaped frontage, imported Italian
brick walls, and custom oversized Cedar timber
entry, 5 Bringolf Street opens to an equally striking
interior design. Extra tall ceilings with upgraded
cornices mirror gorgeous waterproof timber
flooring, all whilst framing a refreshing display
hallway complete with LED-lit cedar display niches.
The home appreciates other various upgraded
features throughout, such as oversized doors and
upgraded light switches, as well as an oversized
laundry with wall-spanning sliding storage.
Bedrooms are found throughout the home, each
featuring carpeting, double mirrored built-in
wardrobes, and ducted air conditioning, with the
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

master additionally boasting a walk-in wardrobe
and ensuite.
Exceptionally spacious, with plenty of natural
lighting, the kitchen, family, and dining room core
of the home employs a modern design, beginning
with its stone top bar, with minibar and wine rack.
The spacious design is supported by a cool, sleek
aesthetic, owing to its feature wall and impressive
40mm marble top island.
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4 Lakeside Drive, Mt Hunter

SOLD
Off Market

Past winding roads surrounded by stunning bushland, sweeping deep into beautiful Mt
Hunter, you’ll find the lovely property on Lakeside Drive. Boasting a beautiful frontage and
2.5 acres with a 50 square, 4 bedroom, triple garage home with sweeping verandah’s also has
multiple living areas. This property is an excellent opportunity for those looking for a bit of
that refreshing semi-rural atmosphere.

atmosphere

Aside from that unbeatable country feel,
this electric gated property also comes
packed with features: a large pool, and
community titled land with 236 acres of
usable acres and a tennis court.
Properties like this don’t last long when
listed MRE so give us a call to see how we
can help you sell your home quickly!

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au
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83 Ellis Lane, Ellis Lane

This is what dreams
are made of

Affectionately known as ‘Matilda Cottage’, 83 Ellis Lane isn’t just a home, it’s a lifestyle.
Boasting historic value as a dairy cottage, this renovated beauty combines old-style charm
and sophistication with modern design sensibilities and an unmatchable atmosphere. With
a well-fenced acreage of versatile, flat land to do with as you please, you’ll appreciate the
lifestyle opportunities and peace of mind of a semi-rural property, all whilst sitting only 6
minutes from Camden.
A sun-dappled driveway lined with Manchurian
Pear trees and expansive frontage are your first
greeters at 83 Ellis Lane, before it opens to a
disarmingly bright and spacious interior. Kauri
pine timber flooring mirrors extra tall ceilings
with upgraded cornices, with a number of timber
accents and sandstone features throughout.
Comfort is also taken care of, with ducted air
conditioning throughout, as well as a marble
fireplace in its quiet sitting room, and three
more fireplaces in its lounge, family and master
bedrooms.

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

Bedrooms are spacious, and feature curtains,
ceiling fans and extra connections, with the
master additionally appreciating a large ensuite
with gorgeous twin-basin marble top vanity. The
oversized main bathroom is similarly styled, as
well as sporting a freestanding tub.
With its ceiling fan, fireplace, and backyard views,
the family and dining room areas are comfortable
and modern. The kitchen employs Caesarstone
benchtops with plenty of cabinetry; a 900mm
cooktop; wide ILVE oven; double fridge space; and
large walk-in pantry.
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Entertainers delight
The kitchen also serves easily to the property’s
exceptional timber-decked alfresco entertaining
area. Running around to the side of the home,
the alfresco’s extra size makes it versatile and
great for bigger parties.

Room to move
Of course, a property like this is nothing without its
land! 83 Ellis Lane boasts a long run of level land,
upon which you’ll find a large, quality pool; double
garage with extra storage space; gravity fed water
tank; and an extensive dog run.
83 Ellis Lane is a shining example of how to marry
modern living standards with historical elegance.
Call McLaren Real Estate today for more information.
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8 Station Street, Balmoral

Make it big
at Balmoral

Balmoral is the place to be if its that unbothered, rural lifestyle you’re after, and McLaren Real Estate
is here to make it happen for you. Just 7 minutes from Hilltop, and 10 from Thirlmere, 8 Station
Street is perfectly placed to take advantage of its blissful atmosphere without being inconvenient.
If convenience is important to you, then the
prospective businessperson will be thrilled to
know that 8 Station Street boasts two-anda-quarter acres of land, with the property
split between its residential space and a long
stretch of versatile land that sits adjacent. This
makes it perfect for those looking to combine a
residential and commercial purchase into one,
with the property offering plenty of malleability
in regard to business pursuits.

Incredibly spacious, and enjoying a warmth provided by
plenty of natural lighting, the kitchen and living core is a
refreshingly comfortable space to be in.
The kitchen employs a 60mm waterfall stone top island
with seating as its centrepiece, alongside double fridge
space with plumbing; 900mm cooktop and oven; and
walk-in pantry.

The home itself is a gorgeous, relatively new
2017 affair, which has been specced right up
with a number of quality-of-life and aesthetic
features. Five bedrooms run evenly spaced
around the perimeter, each featuring double
wardrobes, plantation shutters and ducted
air conditioning, with the master additionally
boasting a walk-in wardrobe and ensuite.
Page. 51
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9 Barford Way, Harrington Park

Everything
you could ask for

Elegant, impressive, and packed with a bunch of quality-of-life features and an unbeatable
bright and breezy atmosphere, 9 Barford Way is everything you could want in a five-bedroom,
two-storey family home and then some! Sitting towards the quiet northern edge of Harrington
Park, bordering the Harrington Grove Country Club, Harrington Forest and multiple parks and
reserves, this property is as family friendly as it gets.

entertainment

On the bend of a quiet street, past elegant,
pebbled gardens, and an oversized triple
garage, 9 Barford Ward opens to an impressive
display foyer. With its wide halls, extra tall
ceilings and oversized glossy floor tiles, the
home feels spacious and bright from the getgo. The initial hall is also home to the frontfacing media room, complete with plantation
shutters and a projector with accompanying
screen, as well as the fully equipped guest’s
quarters/in-law accommodation, which boast

www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

an ensuite and walk-in wardrobe.
All other sleeping arrangements are found on
the second storey, which appreciates a shared
lounge area and access to a spacious balcony
alfresco. Bedrooms all feature carpeting,
ducted air conditioning and ceiling fans, and
wall-spanning sliding built-in wardrobes.
They are supplied by the main three-piece
bathroom, which also enjoys a laundry chute
to downstairs.

5
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Exceptionally spacious
The master is particularly spacious, and sports
a walk-through wardrobe and large ensuite
with floor-to-ceiling tiling; a large freestanding
bathtub; twin his & hers stone top vanities; and
a glassless shower nook with rainfall ceilingmounted shower head.
Existing in a straight and easily manoeuvred run,
the kitchen, dining and family room spaces serve
as the eminently bright and comfortable core of
the home. The kitchen’s central nature promotes
family interaction and makes for easy serving,
and it also features a horseshoe waterfall bench
top design with seating space; automatic soap
dispenser and ZIP hydro tap; feature lighting;
integrated dishwasher; integrated walk-in pantry;
DeLonghi oven and 900mm cooktop; and double
fridge space with plumbing.
9 Barford Way really shines as an excellent
entertainer with its exceptional entertainer’s
alfresco space. There’s plenty of bench space for
your guests to eat and watch the heated pool,
with its travertine tiled bathing space and fire
pit, or you can kick your party into the next gear
with the versatility of the large, concreted car port,
which can double as a dance floor in a moment’s
notice.
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82 Donald Street, Hurstville

Classic
family dream

Neat homes and sunshine are the hallmarks
of

family-friendly

Hurstville.

With

its

manicured, pleasant frontage, 82 Donald
Street presents itself proudly to a warm,
friendly neighbourhood, just around the
corner from nearby parks and reserves, with
the Hurstville train station and Westfields
not much further.
Past its gated frontage, 82 Donald Street opens
to a bright home consisting of white accents and
soft timbers making for a refreshing experience.
Bedrooms are found towards the front of the home,
each featuring wall-spanning built-in wardrobes,
plantation shutters and curtains, with the master
bedroom appreciating extra spaciousness and
split-system air conditioning. Along the central hall
you’ll also come across a study with in-built desk
and storage.
The majority living area consists of the spacious
lounge, dining and family room spaces operating in
a straight run towards the alfresco, with the kitchen
www.m clarenrealestate.com. au

within easy serving distance to the side. Eminently
spacious, these living areas are a simple joy to be in,
whilst the kitchen appreciates plenty of cabinetry
and bench space; double fridge space; integrated
dish washer, and oven. From there it’s easy serving
to the home’s gorgeous alfresco entertainment
area, exceptionally sized for multiple seating and
dining arrangements, with outdoor kitchen and
basin. The sizeable backyard is private, and boasts
gardening opportunities.
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3 Crakanthorp Lane, Picton

Picture perfect
Picton

picturesque

Wending through gorgeous, picturesque cottage
gardens and rolling lawns, you’ll be led past the
timber-decked front porch with its outdoor
barbecue kitchen to the home’s beautiful interior.
Consisting of extra tall ceilings, timber flooring and
spacious rooms and hallways, it appreciates a very

dignified aesthetic. The home opens immediately
to its loungeroom with fireplace, imparting an
immediate sense of comfort.
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Just picture it: it’s a quiet Friday evening and you’re just relaxing amongst your
cottage gardens, cuppa in hand, watching the sun set over Picton’s tree-dotted,
rolling hills. 3 Crakanthorp Lane promises all that, and more. With its exceptional
1600 square metre land size and out-of-the-way location it feels perpetually private
and tranquil, whilst still being within walking distance of Picton shopping, cafes
and the George IV Inn. This gorgeous 1890-built, four-bedroom home boasts five
fireplaces, a two-car carport with storage, and a modern two-bedroom granny flat.
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Granny Flat included
The properties two-bedroom granny flat is
modern and enjoys upgraded bathroom and
kitchen, and excellent timber-decked porch
views.

Effortless design
The combined family and kitchen space is large, and
centred around its island bench. It employs plenty
of stone top bench space and pleasant cabinetry;
double fridge space with plumbing; 900mm oven
and stovetop; and walk-in pantry.
The bedrooms throughout feature carpeting, ceiling
fans, fireplaces and curtains, some with balcony
access, and the master with additional walk-in
wardrobe and ensuite attached, whilst the large
loungeroom is versatile and boasts extra connections
and its own private balcony. 3 Crakanthorp Lane
offers unbeatable views of the rolling Picton hills, so
you’ll be sure to make use of those!
The properties two-bedroom granny flat is modern
and enjoys upgraded bathroom and kitchen, and
excellent timber-decked porch views.
This beautiful home is the epitome of pictureperfect Picton living. Call McLaren Real Estate today
before it’s too late.
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32 Condron Circuit, Elderslie

Camden Acres
quality

Sitting right next to a reserve and within walking distance of the Golf Club, 32 Condron
Circuit is the number one choice for those looking to buy into the unbeatable Camden Acres
experience. Presenting charmingly with its pleasant frontage towards a quiet street, graced
by the regular songs and sounds of Kookaburras and other birds, this three-bedroom family
home represents the peak in peaceful, family-friendly living.
With its tall ceilings and timber flooring, 32 Condron
Circuit carries a bright and spacious atmosphere
that keeps it pleasantly comfortable throughout.
Bedrooms are split front and back, with the frontfacing master bedroom sitting alone for some
extra privacy. It features a walk-in wardrobe with
sliding door entry, and ensuite with floor-to-ceiling
tiling with feature tiling strip, and Caesarstone
vanity. Bedrooms are all equipped with ducted air
conditioning and double built-in wardrobes.
Operating as the heart of the home is its spacious
and open plan kitchen, dining, and family room
spaces, as well as separate media room. Kept
comfortable by split system air conditioning, the
connected nature of this space encourages plenty
of daily family interaction.
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This excellent property also sports a sizeable
alfresco entertaining area for relaxing afternoons,
and beyond that a large, private, and versatile
backyard with accompanying veggie patch. With
its big property size and spectacular location, 32
Condron Circuit is the perfect property for families
chasing that Camden Acres dream. Call McLaren
Real Estate today for more information.

environment
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49 Braeside Drive, Glen Alpine

Simply gorgeous
stunning

Glen Alpine, already known for its pristine neighbourhoods and gorgeous views, has a new
home that will blow you away. Gorgeous inside and out, 49 Braeside Crescent is a spacious
and incredibly elegant home that fully respects the peace of mind that a quality aesthetic
can bring, and it brings that in spades. With your quality of life as its priority, you won’t find
anything better than 49 Braeside Crescent.
Squaring up proudly with its manicured lawns
and hedged frontage, this four-bedroom home
presents beautifully from the get-go. Step inside
and you’ll be graced by its elegant aesthetic and
impressive atmosphere, which can be found right
throughout the property. A welcoming entrance
greets you in the foyer, with the study to one
side, and a front-facing formal loungeroom/guest
bedroom through double doors and curtains on
the other side.

its centre and serves as the heart and soul of the
home. Immensely spacious and naturally bright,
this kitchen needs to be seen to be believed. The
kitchen centres around its immense top of the
range Caesarstone island, with further Caesarstone
benches running along both walls, all featuring
stylish slow close and display cabinetry. The
kitchen also employs twin integrated dishwashers;
integrated fridge and double fridge space;
integrated rubbish drawers and step-in pantry; twin
Smeg ovens and 600mm electric cooktop; and all
this with a bright sitting space adjacent, perfect for
sitting down with tea.

What really sets this property apart is its beyond
stunning gourmet kitchen, which sits right at
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Entertaining prowess
And if that’s not enough entertaining prowess,
why not move things outdoors? 49 Braeside
Crescent boasts a huge outdoor entertainment
area, kept protected by a quality timber-lined
pergola. The private picture-perfect lawn
and hedged gardens beyond are the perfect
backdrop, with options for a pool if desired,
whilst also sporting double gated side access
and a hidden oversized shed.

Sitting just past the kitchen, the combined family
and dining room spaces are incredibly spacious
and comfortable, enjoying both ducted and split
system air conditioning, lovely curtains, and a built
in fireplace. The dining space is exceptionally long,
making it suitable for larger gatherings.

The perfect environment
Sleeping arrangements can all be found on the
carpeted second storey, which sports a shared
lounge/study area, quadruple built-in storage and
double linen press. Bedrooms all feature ducted
air conditioning and double built-in wardrobes,
with the spacious master additionally appreciating
a walk-in wardrobe and ensuite. All bedrooms are
supplied by the main two-piece bathroom, with
its floor-to-ceiling tiling, feature glass-top vanity,
window side bathtub and glassless shower nook.
49 Braeside Crescent really needs to be seen to be
believed. Call McLaren Real Estate today before
time runs out.
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Enjoy our

SUDOKU

HARD

MEDIUM

EASY

puzzle page

SUBURBS OF MACARTHUR

Find the following words in the puzzle.
Words are hidden
and
AMBARVALE
BRADBURY
CAMDEN
CAMDEN PARK
CAMDEN SOUTH
CAMPBELLTOWN
CAWDOR
COBBITTY
EAGLE VALE
ELDERSLIE
ELLIS LANE
ESCHOL PARK
GLEDSWOOD HILLS
GLEN ALPINE
GRASMERE
GREGORY HILLS
HARRINGTON PARK
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KEARNS
KIRKHAM
LEUMEAH
MENANGLE
MOUNT ANNAN
NARELLAN
NARELLAN VALE
ORAN PARK
PICTON
RABY
RAZORBACK
RUSE
SPRING FARM
ST ANDREWS
TAHMOOR
WOODBINE

